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Abstract:
Chlorine doped SnS have been prepared utilizing chemical spray pyrolysis.
The effects of chlorine concentration on the optical constants were studied. It was
seen that the transmittance decreased with doping, while reflectance, refractive index,
extinction coefficient, real and imaginary parts of dielectric constant were increased
as the doping percentage increased. The results show also that the skin depth decrease
as the chlorine percentage increased which could be assure that it is transmittance
related.
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Introduction:
Recently much attention has been
payed for ZnS thin film, since it is a
promising material for low cost
photovoltaic conversion of solar cell,
its conductivity is controllable by using
various dopants such as Al, Ag, and
Cl, Tin sulfide exists in variety of
phases such as SnS, Sn2S3,SnS4 and
SnS2. Due to bonding characteristics of
tin an sulfur, it can have p or n type
conduction (an excess of tin changes
the type of conductivity from p to n
type). SnS is reported to have direct
band gap and indirect band gap
dependent on the conditions of
preparation according to PrinceLoferski diagrams, a high conversion
efficiency of about 25% can be
obtained using SnS in photovoltaic
devices, in addition it is also useful as
heat mirrors in solar control coatings
[1-6].
SnS thin films could be prepared
using different technique such as
chemical
deposition,
thermal
evaporation, chemical bath deposition,
Co-evaporation
plasma-enhanced,
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chemical vapor deposition and spray
pyrolysis [7-12].
In the present work we show the
results of the effect of chlorine doping
on the inter-band transition of SnS and
the results of the dispersion parameters
deduced
from
Wimple
and
Didomenico theory.

Materials and Methods:
Tin sulphide and chlorine doped tin
sulphide were prepared by spray
pyrolysis on corning glass substrate
kept at a temperature of 400 oC,
already were ultrasonically cleand with
acetone and methyl alcohol followed
by rinsing in distilled water. The
deposition parameters such as flow
rate, carrier gas pressure and nozzle to
substrate distance were kept constant
during deposition as 5 ml/min. 1 bar
and 29 cm, respectively.
The starting solution was prepared
using
SnCl2.2H2O,
n,
ndimethylethiourea and NH4Cl.SnCl2
was dissolved in a mixture of isorpyl
alchol and deionized water, while
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thiourea and NH4Cl were dissolved in
deionzed water all of these were milled
so that the final concentration would
be 0.1 M. The chlorine doping was in
the range of 1-3%. Concentration film
thickness was estimated by weighing
method and were in the range of (300350) nm. Optical absorbance and
transmittance measurements for the
film were carried out using UV/VIS
double
beam
spectrophotometer

Fig. (1) Transmittance versus
wavelength for the as deposited
films.

o

(schimadzu 160A Japan Company) in
the wavelength range (300-900) nm

Results and Discussions:
The optical transmission (T)
spectrum at room temperature was
taken by using spectrophotometer in
the wavelength range of (300-900) nm
in order to determine the optical
characterization of SnS and SnS:Cl
thin films. This spectra is shown in
Fig. (1), it is obviously seen that
undoped SnS high transmission about
80% exhibit, while this value decreases
as the chlorine concentration increased
all the as deposited films, the
transmission curve indicates a smooth
increase and nearly saturated at 600
nm, this smooth increase may be due
to high crystalline nature of the
prepared films [13.14].
The reflectance for all the samples as
a function of photon energy is shown
in Fig. (2). The curve shows that the
reflectance increases as the doping
increased up to a certain maxima
where all the sample in this maxima
nearly have the same value after that
these is a fall in the values of
reflectivity, this could be attributed to
surface roughness.

Fig. (2) Reflectance versus photo
energy for the as deposited films.
Fig. (3) Shows the refractive index of
the SnS and SnS:Cl films as a function
of photo energy. the refractive index
increase as the doping percentage
increased, the behavior of the graphs
seems to be the same as the
reflectance, the refractive index
increase from (1.6-1.93) and it varies
with photon energy and percentage and
seems to have its maximum value at to
the peak maxima which was nearly
constant for all the samples. These
values of refractive index are within
the range found (1.5-4.6) in the
literature[15,16].
Fig. (4) Also shows the variation of
the imaginary part of the complex
refractive index, which is the
extinction coefficient k of the SnS and
chlorine doped SnS as a function of
photon energy.
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Fig. (5) Shows the variation of skin
depth as a function of wavelength for
as deposited thin films. It was
mentioned that the depth increase as
the wavelength increase, this behavior
could be seen for the samples, but the
skin depth increases as the doping
percentage increases so the skin depth
is transmittance related.

Fig. (3) Refractive index versus
photo energy for the as deposited
films.

Fig. (5) Skin depth versus
wavelength for the as deposited
films.
The values of real (  r ) and imaginary

Fig. (4) Extinction coefficient versus
photo energy for the as deposited
films.

(  i ) parts of dielectric constant for
different incident photon energies can
be obtained from the value of n and k
using the relation [16]:
 r  n 2  k 2 ---(3)

The extinction coefficient (k)of the
films was calculated using the relation
[13]:

 i  2 n k ---(4)


k
---(1)
4 

In the present study the value of (  r )
increase as the photon energy increase
as illustrated by Fig. (6) Showing a
maxima above 3.5 and the decrease
again for all the samples under

coefficient, all the values of k are quite
small, which allows the light wave to
traverse the sample several times.
As seen in the figure the rapid change
in the extinction coefficient at high is
due to the band-to-band excitation.
The skin depth could be calculated
using the following relation [17]:

---(2)

2 k

investigation, while the values of (  i )
remain almost constant for the photon
energy below 3.4, with a sharp
decrease after 3.4 .
The behaviors seems to be applied
for all the samples under investigation,
the value of (  r ) is greater than the
value of (  i ).

incident photon, k is the extinction
coefficient.
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Fig. (6) Real part versus photo
energy for the as deposited films.

4.

5.

Fig. (7) Imaginary part versus photo
energy for the as deposited films.
6.

Conclusions :
SnS and chlorine doped SnS have
been
successfully prepared
by
chemical
spray
pyrolysis
the
transmittance of undoped SnS is
greater than the doped one , the skin
depth show the same behavior which
indicate that the skin depth is related to
the transmittance, the value of
refractive index was in the range of
values obtained by other researchers.
The reflectance, refractive index,
extinction coefficient, real and
imaginary parts of dielectric constant,
all of these constant are decrease upon
doping.
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تاثٍر تركٍز الكلور على الثوابت البصرٌة الغشٍة كبرٌتٍذ القصذٌر الرقٍقة
* رٌم سعذي خلٍل

* ًنادر فاضل حبوب

* سامً سلمان جٍاد

* انجايعح انًستنصشٌح – كهٍح انتشتٍح – قسى انفٍضٌاء

:الخالصة
.حضش كثشٌتٍذ انقصذٌش انًشوب تانكهوس تاستخذاو انتحهم انكًٍٍائً انحشاسي
 يعايم، تٍنًا االنعكاسٍح، نقذ وجذ تاٌ اننفارٌح تقم تانتشوٌة.دسط تاثٍش تشكٍض انكهوس عهى انثواتت انثصشٌح
. كم ىزه انعوايم تضداد تاصدٌاد نسثح انتشوٌة،ً ثاتت انعضل تجضئٍو انحقٍقً وانخٍان، يعايم انخًود،االنكساس
.اثثتت اننتائج اٌضا تاٌ عًق انقششج ٌقم تضٌادج نسثح انتشوٌة يًا ٌؤكذ تاٌ نعًق انقششج عالقح تاننفارٌح
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